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Participation in Christ requires participation in 
one another. Believers in Christ do not decide to 
have fellowship or to become a community; they 
are by nature a community. The only question is, 
Will it be a poor community or a good community, 
one that remains limited and impoverished or one 
that achieves its full life? 
—Harold S. Bender 
These Are My People 
This is how all men will know that you are my 
disciples, because you have such love for one an-
other. 
—Jesus 
John 13:35 (Phillips) 
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INTRODUCTION 
I thank my God upon every remembrance of you, always in every 
prayer of mine for you all making request with joy, for your fellowship 
in the gospel from the first day until now. 
—Paul, to the Philippian brethren 
The Apostle is highlighting a sense of brotherhood or fellowship 
which transcends natural human friendship, neighborliness, family or 
ethnic kinship. He asserts that the Gospel brought people who had 
been aliens and strangers near to Christ and to each other, with all 
the former enmity and division being taken away (Ephesians 2:11-22). 
Furthermore, since these brethren first believed, Paul saw a deepening 
sense of partnership developing between them as they continued in the 
work of the Gospel. 
The theme of the 1972 General Conference of the Brethren in 
Christ is "Fellowship in the Gospel." This theme is uniquely suited to 
be the basis of the annual YEARBOOK OF MISSIONS, since it is pri-
marily through the work of missions that our brotherhood is extended 
around the globe. The majority of the "fellowship essays" are about 
people overseas, since our brethren in other countries are less fa-
miliar to us in North America. 
Our hope is that you, the reader; are reminded of many personal 
instances of meaningful fellowship in the Gospel as you share with 
the writers of these essays. 
Father, 
help us to be vibrantly alive 
in you. 
Give us warm brotherhood relationships 
with our brothers and sisters. 
Help us not to be shallow, or settle for 
mediocritv 
when you want us to be open 
to you 
and 
to each other. 
Give us life anew. 
J. Wilmer Heisey 
J. Earl Musser 
Glen A. Pierce 
for Brethren in Christ Missions 
The 
and 
two men walked to the office 
knelt to pray 
by Grace Holland 
A light step made audible by the crunch of sand clinging to shoes 
sounds on the cement verandah of the Silungwe house. A hearty voice 
calls out "Hodi" and soon the door opens. Peter Munsaka grasps the 
hand extended to him and swings it lightly with a sideways motion for 
a moment. 
"Have you forgotten the prayer time, brother?" the visitor asks 
with a smile. 
"No, I'm coming right now," William Silungwe replies. He closes 
the door behind him and the two men step back into the sandy road 
that leads to the overseer's office. 
From a distance, the two men might look like boys, they are both 
so slightly built, but there the similarity ends. For Peter Munsaka at 
70-odd years (he does not know his real age) is wiry, spry and un-
inhibited, while the man who now fills the position he once held is quiet, 
reserved and unassuming. 
The two men walk to the little office and then kneel to pray for the 
needs of the Sikalongo District, so near to both of their hearts. 
They know the area well, for this is their home. Rev. Munsaka's 
life story is almost that of Sikalongo. He was there in 1916 as a young 
man when Myron Taylor arrived with his belongings in a wheelbarrow 
which he had pushed 24 miles out from Choma. And he was with the 
group which accompanied Brother Taylor on that evangelistic trip 
ending in the tragedy of Brother Taylor's death. 
Years passed and Peter Munsaka was asked to shoulder the 
spiritual leadership for the little churches which had grown up around 
the mission. On his bicycle he pedalled up and down the rolling 
mountains visiting the churches, calling on people in their homes, and 
telling the good news of a Saviour. 
Rev. and Mrs. Peter Munsaka Rev. and Mrs. William Silungwe 
At one of those churches a timid little boy saw the overseer come 
and go, little dreaming that some day he would carry the spiritual con-
cern for the Sikalongo churches in his own heart. 
And now the bicycle has been replaced by a little yellow Honda, 
and William Silungwe rides over the hills and valleys to visit the 22 
churches. 
In spite of the gap in age, the two men share many interests. Rev. 
Munsaka is ready to give advice, and Rev. Silungwe is willing to receive 
it. 
"When you go out to the churches," the old man says, "visit 
people in their homes. Sit and talk with them and pray with them. This 
is an important part of your work. And take time to talk with children 
about spiritual things. They need encouragement to live for God. And 
don't give in to the temptation to get medicine from the African doctors. 
You will be tempted, but don't go. That will spoil your ministry." 
In exchange for these bits of -advice Rev. Silungwe sometimes 
stops in at the Munsaka home to give items of news from the district or 
from the Bishop's office. Nor is the older man slow in bringing word to 
the new overseer of encouraging happenings in his own ministry — for 
he still goes to visit and to hold evangelistic meetings in the district. 
With joy he recently reported the prayer of repentance of an old man, 
Headman Chindolo, who had never given himself to God before. 
Now and then the two brethren minister together when the 
occasion of a funeral requires that they both be there. "We share this 
ministry," William says. "When Headman Hilika's wife died, I preached, 
but the next time; when the funeral was at Mbole, he preached." 
Thus the two men share in God's work, whether it is in the de-
claring or in the praying. One bit of advice Rev. Silungwe treasures 
above the rest. 
"He told me," William says, "that of all the work there is to do, 
prayer is the most important." 
Out on a hill under a certain tree is a spot very dear to the heart of 
the old man. It is his prayer place. He has told his successor about it. 
And some day they are going to go and see it together. • 
Each man jelt Jesus knocking 
at bis heart 
by Doyle Book 
8 
"I am deeply impressed by verse 35. I am glad to see that 'Jesus 
wept'." The words came from Mr. Hayashi in a very matter of fact, quiet 
way. The surprise I felt inwardly was not so matter of fact! 
We were deep in our study of John 11. We had seen the thrilling 
story of Lazarus unfold. We studied Jesus' words, "I am the Resurrec-
tion and the Life." And we saw Him break open that tomb with the 
authority of His command. 
I had just asked for further questions or comments. And Mr. 
Hayashi had responded. As I waited, he went on quietly: "I have seen 
how Jesus did miracles and spoke wonderful words, and I have been 
feeling that He must be somebody too great, somebody we couldn't 
touch or understand. But I feel much better to see that 'Jesus wept'. 
Now I see that He is human as well as God." 
I have learned to be prepared for anything in this class. Some-
times the questions are so jarring and yet they come in such simple, 
honest expressions. But at this point I could hardly keep my com-
posure — I wanted to shout for joy! " . . . as well as God!" Mr. Hayashi 
had come to a turning point. He could never be the same again. He 
had begun to see Jesus for who He really is. 
And so, each Thursday night has become one of the most exciting 
adventures of my years in Japan. It is the time with the men's Bible 
class, made up of English teachers from Shimonoseki schools. 
The class was born 
almost two years ago, 
soon after we moved to 
Shimonoseki from Na-
gato. Our burden in Japan 
has so often been how to 
reach men in this country. 
Serving as judge at Eng-
lish contests, I had come 
to know six or eight teach-
ers in Shimonoseki. It 
The class decided to hike up one 
of the nearby mountains. 
r , : ^ijsm^v-!1 • | S g | | | | - ik- \ - -v 
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Men's Bible class, for English teachers 
seemed that God was saying he could use their interest in English to 
touch their hearts and open their spiritual eyes. 
I sent to the men I knew best a letter of invitation to join a Bible 
study club, in English. Quickly, about 10 men became charter 
members. 
The text is Good News for Modern Man. The purpose is evangel-
ism. I think I have never "preached" so clearly, so boldly, about the 
claims of God on our lives, usually in response to questions which are 
direct, frank, unavoidable. Often I have thought, "Will this frighten them 
away?" Or, "Will they turn back when they see the price of following 
Jesus?" But there is only one way to answer—the way God says it in His 
Word. 
One night, as we were talking about the betrayal of Jesus and the 
evil in Judas' heart, Mr. Okabe asked, "Couldn't God have kept Judas 
from sinning? If God is all powerful, why doesn't He prevent men from 
doing evil in the world?" 
Once again, I began to explain how God gave man a free will. And 
suddenly, the words of Deut. 30:19 came to me: "I call heaven and earth 
to witness against you today, that I have set before you life and death, 
the blessing and the curse. So choose life in order that you may live, 
you and your descendants." 
"Choose life! It's up to us." The words flowed freely as God 
touched my heart with His message, and soon we all saw that it applied 
to us. Now Mr. Okabe was nodding his head. I looked around the room 
at these fine men. My heart almost burst with the message. God's 
presence was so real in the room. The men were very quiet. I felt, I 
knew by God's Holy Spirit, that each man at that moment felt Jesus 
knocking at the door of his heart. I drove home that night with joy, yet at 
the same time feeling the awesome responsibility of sharing God's 
good news. 
We enjoy singing together. We have learned over 40 songs in 
English from a little paperback hymnal. Just before the New Year, the 
class decided to hike one of the nearby mountains. At the summit, we 
sat down in the windswept grass. Before us was the panorama of the 
Japan Sea on our right, the Pacific Ocean (Inland Sea) on our left, and 
the city of Shimonoseki in front, crowded onto the diminishing tip of 
the mainland of Honshu with the mountains of the vast island of Kyushu 
just beyond. 
We ate, we chatted. But soon one of the hikers said, "Why don't 
we sing?" And to my surprise each of them pulled out his hymnal and 
New Testament, evidently having made the same preparation, inde-
pendently, before the hike. The missionary hadn't brought his! 
At times his lessons have "stung 
by Ethel Sider 
The hour's bicycle ride to the next Christian village gave 
Barnabas and John plenty of time for fellowship. You would have 
chuckled to see them wading through waist-deep water with 
cycles and bedding rolls high over their heads. You would have 
enjoyed the full moon rising over the ripening rice fields in the dis-
tance. You would have warmed your hands by the little smoking 
village fire. You would have thrilled to see the ease with which 
Barnabas talked and sang to the villagers. The missionary did not 
take the leading role, nor should he have, but the fellowship which 
had developed between the two gave the needed encouragement. 
The story of this fellowship is one that has been unfolding over 
a period of years. It has developed and grown during the Bible 
School sessions in the fall of the year in travel from village to 
village, and around the village fires. Through questions and 
answers and discussion, the fellowship has ripened. Nor has John 
always been the teacher, for "unlettered" Barnabas has on 
occasion been a capable instructor. He has guided the missionary 
along the strange and difficult path of cultural adaptation and at 
times his lessons have even had a sting. But fellowship has not 
been hindered. 
Barnabas was once well on his way to being a paid, practicing 
witch doctor. Fear was his fellow and weapon. It was when one of 
V 
About a year ago, while preparing for the class, I noticed a familiar 
title in the song book, "Footprints ot Jesus." At that moment I telt — 
this is our theme song! That night, I could hardly keep back my emotion 
as we sang together: 
Sweetly, Lord, have we heard Thee calling, Come, follow Me! 
And we see where Thy footprints falling lead us to Thee. 
Footprints of Jesus, that make the pathway glow; 
We will follow the steps of Jesus, where'er they go. 
Since then, we have agreed — it is our theme song. 
These 10 men are among the finest of Japanese people. And 
they have become my good friends. Some of them seem so close to the 
point of opening wide the door of their hearts and welcoming the Lord 
Jesus. 
I have claimed them for God, each one. May the day quickly come 
when these words will become reality for each one: 
"Sweetly, Lord, have we heard Thee calling... 
We will follow the steps of Jesus, where'er they go." • 
his patients died that his 
faith in his own ability 
was undermined. During 
his period of uncertainty, 
he providentially came 
upon a small group of 
Christians whose lives, 
witness and song told of 
fellowship and peace— 
the kind he wanted but 
had not found. His heart 
opened to the glad news 
of the Gospel, and in „ . ... . , , . 
, ., 7 . , ,. Barnabas Minz and John Sider the fellowship of the 
Gospel" he grew. 
Now his keen desire is to share the news of the Gospel and so 
he travels. He has a unique way of using a song in the course of a 
his sermon to emphasize his point. Picture charts for the illiterate 
audience are effectively used. One chart, The Heart of Man de-
picting man's heart first as Satan's domain and then Christ's, is 
especially eye-catching and attention-drawing. Then the point 
is driven in. 
While he is away, his wife and three small children (with his 
brother's supervision) carry responsibility for the fields—in this 
way the entire family shares in the "fellowship of the gospel." • 
J 
"It doesn't matter if I didn't win-
we won! 
by Eleanor Ginder 
WE WON! Alfred shouted, clapping his hands after the final quiz 
at Regional conference at Mtshabezi and looking like he owned the 
world. I turned around to look at him with a question on my face. "But 
we did win, Nkosikazi! We did!" "But," I said, "your team didn't win, it 
was the other team who won." "But, it is all just the same . . . it doesn't 
matter if I didn't win, we won!" It was true, even though he didn't win, 
yet he had won. 
Without outside encouragement and without being asked, Alfred 
Zulu had started to collect teenagers and coach a quiz team at his 
church at Empsini in the Gwaai district at the beginning of the year. He 
was one of the many unfortunate teenagers who had passed every 
course in his country school with flying colors but had no finances. He 
was informed that a place was waiting for him at Matopo Secondary 
School but he had no other choice but to remain at home and herd the 
cattle and sheep. Those around wondered if he would become bitter, 
as many had. But instead he involved himself in his church. 
Coaching a quiz team alone wasn't quite exciting enough. He 
decided to encourage a Christian friend at another preaching place to 
have a quiz team aJso. Michael Mpala also had been brilliant in school 
but had no money to continue his education. With encouragement Mi-
chael got three of his brothers and two other community lads to begin 
studying the book of Hebrews. Alfred and Michael began pitting their 
teams against each other. Who would have the privilege of going to 
Regional Conference? Other teams in the district were being formed 
also for the district competition. 
"Please may I have two sets of questions," asked Alfred at the 
mission one day. "Why do you need two sets of questions?", I asked. 
"You see, Michael needs one," he replied. "We study the same 
questions, we study together. What I learn I give to him and what he 
learns he shares with me. Then sometimes we have trial quizzes be-
tween the teams." 
Alfred could hardly refrain from helping the judges at the final 
district quizzing. Part of the time he was only half sitting, his long legs 
restless, face beaming, trying hard without success to restrain his 
emotions. Then came the final quiz. Alfred's team was to quiz against 
his friend's team. Who would win? Alfred's team should—he had 
started to coach his team first, he should be rewarded for his efforts. 
How would he feel if his friend's team won? Michael sat quietly by, 
Alfred Zulu (I.) and Michael Mpala receive congratulations from 
Bishop P. M. Kumalo and Rev. Jonathan Dlodlo, overseer of their 
home district in the Gwaai. 
watching. The teams were both doing well, but Alfred's team won. What 
excitement after the meeting! But where was Michael? Alfred soon 
found him standing in the distance with his head down. "You really 
helped us, Alfred," said Michael, "but now we've failed. We can't go to 
Regional Conference." "But Michael! We both go!" said Alfred. Michael 
did not realize that two teams were to be sent to Regional Conference 
from each church district. The first and second place teams would both 
travel by bus to the conference 200 miles away. 
The next weeks these two 17-year-old boys drilled and drilled 
their youngsters, sometimes together, sometimes apart. 
Play-offs in the classroom before the final quizzing at the 
Mtshabezi Regional conference in the church were tense. Alfred— 
sitting on the edge of his chair, face full of expression and tempted 
to coach from the audience. Michael—calmly, quietly leaning back in 
his seat, hardly indicating that he had interest in the team at the front. 
Inside he felt more. 
Then the announcement: both teams would be in the final playoff 
in the church! The church was packed. Alfred's team became 
frightened. Michael's team had stage fright. They were accustomed to 
a few community friends in their small church or under the tree in the 
Gwaai. How could they suddenly think clearly before a large audience 
in this strange church. In the Mtshabezi classroom they had become 
accustomed to the seat lights. But now this huge platform and that 
thing to make your voice louder. You must remember to walk over to it 
and by then the answer just disappears from your mind. 
By some miracle, when the two final teams stood on the platform, 
it was Alfred and Michael's teams. This was almost more than Alfred 
could take. Exhibiting the spirit of their coach, Michael's team 
cautiously and steadily answered question after question in the final 
quiz. Alfred's team answered well, but the final winners—Michael's 
team from the Gwaai!! The group roared and clapped. 
Mr. T. Ndlovu, the chairman of the youth committee, went to the 
platform. "I want you all to see the coaches of these two teams," he 
said. Everyone stretched to see. All other teams were coached by 
teachers, preachers or other adults. Over at the side of the church, two 
teenagers stood slowly. They were called to the platform. Michael 
looked less poised than Alfred. This was his first time to stand on such 
a big platform. Alfred had been the high scoring quizzer two other 
years on two of these platforms. He felt brave. 
It was true, Alfred had won! No — they, Alfred and Michael, had 
won from team work and dedication. • 
Michael Mpala and the winning quiz team 
A bird in the hand is worth two 
in the bush; but one in the pocket, 
worth nothing 
by H. Frank Kipe 
This little jingle was inspired by an incident back in 1954. Rev. 
Mudenda and I were cycling through rain and tall grass between 
Simaubi and Kabanze Schools. I was a new missionary Manager of 
Schools, "learning the ropes" from an experienced teacher turned 
District Superintendent. Rev. Mudenda's tender heart forced him to 
stop and pick up a young bird from the sandy path whose youthful 
wings were too wet to fly. With bird in pocket, we cycled on. A mile or 
two later I glanced up just in time to see the bird disappear from Mu-
denda's side and over the top of the waving grass. I'm sure the little 
creature would have said, if possible, "Thank you for the warm pocket." 
I called to Rev. Mudenda asking, "Where is your bird?" Right hand into 
pocket — no bird. We paused on the path long enough to quote the 
proverb, reflect on the virtue of helpfulness, and laugh. 
For the past seventeen years Rev. Mudenda and I have 
carried together in our hearts the burdens and joys of founding and 
nurturing churches of Macha District. In various capacities we have 
shared in assigning pastors, encouraging members, nurturing con-
verts, seeking the lost, counselling in problems, visiting new areas, 
praying with the erring, laughing with the joyful, weeping at funerals 
and feasting at weddings. 
Whether it is planning a tour of the district or consulting the 
minutes on a sticky question at Regional Conference, the District 
Superintendent and Bishop work together. 
May the heart that stops on the path to help a little wet bird be ours 
in the fellowship of bringing the gospel of peace to our people in our 
time. • 
God forgave, and so did the church. 
Then we together took communion 
by Lynda Kelly 
It was with great joy and thanksgiving that Howard and Pearl 
Wolgemuth saw Maria Altamirano find the Lord. She was a real 
treasure for Him, and one of the first converts in the then new work. 
Since Maria could read, she grew quickly in the things of the Lord. Her 
ability to memorize allowed her to commit chapters to memory. She 
diligently tried to follow God's command to hide His word in ner heart. 
She learned to tell Bible stories well, and thus helped in services. She 
loved to sing and led the music often. 
When Walter and I arrived, she was an able assistant, ready and 
willing to do whatever was needed. Her life stood as one of the most 
mature of the Nicaraguans, and a radiant example of Christian youth. 
Sunday School was started, and she became one of the teachers, 
spending many hours in preparation. Her pupils were well-taught and 
appreciated Maria as their teacher. Each Sunday afternoon she pre-
sented a story in the Reparto Schick service, trying to teach the boys 
and girls of Christ and his ways. 
Nicaragua, like all other countries, has its own culture. Here it is 
an accepted pattern that men and women live together without a legal, 
formal marriage. Children are very important, and it is a social stigma 
for a young woman not to have a "husband" or family. 
Thus Maria, saved and walking with the Lord, was faced with a 
dilemma — she didn't have a boyfriend, although all her friends did. 
Of the few young fellows attending church, none seemed interested. 
Yet her culture said that to be a woman, she must have a man. 
As is their seasonal custom, Maria and her family went to the hills 
to augment their meager income by picking coffee beans. This time, 
however, she met an unsaved young man, turned her back on the 
things she had learned of Jesus, and left with the fellow to live with him. 
We were in Canada at the time, and tne Charles Mussers were left to 
Maria Altamirano teaching Sunday School 
at Schick 
fill the gap her absence opened. But how does one stop the sorrow . . . 
the pain of seeing a fine Christian girl turn her back on the things of the 
Lord and walk down the road of sin? How hard it was to understand, 
to comprehend. Yet together the Nicaraguan and North American 
churches prayed. Chuck and Cara Musser counselled Maria to leave 
the young man and return home. How tragic it would have been to start 
a non-Christian home with a man who had no interest in the Lord or in 
marrying Maria. 
The Lord is a faithful, prayer-answering God. Maria has returned 
home, and on Easter Sunday, 1972, she gave her testimony in church. 
She told the people that she had asked God's forgiveness and knew 
that He had forgiven her. Then she asked the church's pardon for turn-
ing her back on God's love and the church, for letting them down, and 
damaging the testimony of the church. God had forgiven, and in like 
manner so did the church. Then we, together, took communion. 
People are usually won on a one-to-one basis. This was true with 
Maria in the first instance, but as she slipped and then was restored, 
there was a far greater group involved. Without the fellowship between 
the believers . . . the understanding, love, and prayer support . . . 
would Maria have returned? Though the missionaries can be of in-
fluence, it was her fellow Christians of the Nicaraguan church she had 
to face. What a joy to see their Christ-like attitude, their loving forgive-
ness. The love of God, and the fellowship in the gospel, must be evident 
in our attitude as missionaries, and also in the relationships between 
fellow believers in the church. • 
Dina and Lukhi Mirandi 
"Lukhi, are you 
praying for me? 
by Erma Sider 
"Yes, Dina, every day I'm praying for you. Even at mealtimes I ask 
God to use you at this conference and make you a blessing." And then, 
the following Sunday, "Lukhi, are you still praying? This is a very im-
portant conference and I feel so unworthy to speak before such 
educated folk. Lukhi, you pray that God will help me." Then came the 
dream that God would bless her ministry. 
In her vision-like dream, Dina saw a great flood cover the Santal 
Pargana district where she was to speak. In the flood, all the stones, 
snakes and sundry creatures were washed away, leaving the world 
fresh and clean. The meaning was clear: God would bless her coming 
ministry in answer to Lukhi's prayer. And the vision was fulfilled, for 
the Spirit brought conviction to the hearts of the listeners who had 
come from miles around to hear a Santali woman preacher. Dina was 
the messenger, but back in the bedroom was Lukhi, her sister, praying 
for her. 
Dina Marandi has been a Bible woman in the Banmankhi BIC 
Church for almost twenty-five years. When her mother refused to 
accompany her father, Benjamin, in his missionary journey to North 
Bihar, Dina became his companion, sharing with him a fervent love 
for her Lord and a keen desire to reach her fellow Santals. 
As she matured, the Lord called her to a village ministry. She 
makes her temporary headquarters in a Christian village home, reach-
ing out from there to teach and preach in the surrounding villages. 
It is not an easy task—living with others, sharing their cooking fires, 
sleeping in strange beds or on the floor. But even more than this is the 
spiritual responsibility involved. For countless years the Santals have 
worshipped and feared the devil and evil spirits. It requires a great 
sense of the Lord's presence and a sanctified courage to enter these 
strongholds of Satan with the Good News of Jesus Christ. 
Dina feels that she cannot face this responsibility alone. She needs 
the help of a godly woman to provide not only physical support but 
solid backing in prayer. No doubt there are many women who would 
enjoy sharing this ministry with Dina but the woman she has chosen 
most often is her sister, Lukhi. 
Converted at Madhipura Christian Hospital while there for ex-
tended treatment, Lukhi knows what it means to give up all for the sake 
of the Gospel. When she became a Christian, her husband deserted 
her, so she is required to do manual labour for her living. Her love for 
the Lord is evident in her personal life and witness. Living alone as she 
does, temptation is bound to come her way but her prayer life and close 
walk with the Lord keep her steady. For these reasons, she makes an 
ideal companion for Dina. Humble and unassuming, she hovers in the 
background, ready to do the needful, whether it is carrying the luggage 
on her head, rising early for private prayer or staying awake until late 
at night after meeting to have prayers with Dina. 
God is using this combined ministry, this fellowship in the gospel, 
for His glory. Recently, Dina felt it was time to hold a preaching camp in 
Rajdhani. Calling Lukhi to Banmankhi from her nearby village home, 
the two made preparations. Food and cooking equipment were 
collected plus record player, visual aids and lanterns, all packed into 
the jeep. The Christians at Rajdhani were delighted to welcome their 
guests, giving them the most comfortable corner of the house for their 
living quarters. Lukhi helpfully stowed away the supplies so that all 
would be in readiness for the services. 
As usual, Dina ministered to local Christians in the morning, 
teaching the Word to show how Christians ought to live. In the after-
We are believers-we help one another 
by A. Graybill Brubaker 
The setting for the weekend services at Siamaluba was typical. 
In a lightly wooded area near the school/church were a group of 
grass shelters. There was a large one in the middle of the group 
which was intended for the services. Around this in a nearly-
complete circle were more than a dozen small shelters where 
people from outside the immediate community could stay for the 
three days. 
The shelters were built by digging poles into the ground, tying 
light branches to these poles, then covering with grass. It makes 
a nice windbreak and gives some privacy to the campers. Cook-
ing is done over open fires in a cleared space in front of the 
shelter. In the evening the glowing fires and the smell of the 
smoke adds to the pleasant atmosphere of the camp. 
One shelter on the north side of the camp had been assigned to 
the people from Mutandalike. During the Saturday afternoon 
service of self-examination prior to the baptism service, a gust of 
wind flicked a spark from the cooking fire onto the grass of the 
Mutandalike shelter. Repeatedly the men dashed into the blazing 
shelter, rescuing suitcases, blankets, and boxes of food. Soon the 
flames were too hot to continue, but all not burned beyond use by 
V 
noons, they visited other villages to reach both Christians and non-
Christians. Living right in the Christians' homes as they do, Dina and 
Lukhi find that the people begin to open up their hearts to them. Here 
at Rajdani, they found the Christians had been participating in pagan 
dramas and dancing. As the truth of God's Word was presented, they 
repented of this evil, promising to forsake it completely. 
To make the Gospel plain and easy to understand, Dina uses 
illustrations common to the simple village life. Even an encounter with a 
wild water buffalo provided a real-life illustration for her sermons. As 
she, Lukhi, and the village women walked along the jungle path, 
bordered on each side by dense thorn bushes they saw up ahead a 
water buffalo. Tame enough when domesticated, these animals are 
fierce when turned loose to roam the jungles, as this fellow was. What 
should they do? Walk straight on and face the beast? Climb the nearest 
tree? Take a more circuitous route around in the jungle? Choosing the 
last alternative they were happy to arrive safely at their destination. 
There they discovered that although the buffalo was fierce and 
dangerous, it could not move quickly because its legs had been 
then had been taken out. 
As soon as the fire was 
extinguished, the leaders 
of the meeting conferred 
on what should be done. 
They announced an offer-
ing would be taken to 
purchase blankets replac-
ing those destroyed — 
people should return to the service by way of their sleeping 
shelters if necessary to prepare for the offering. A very good offer-
ing was received, and after the baptismal service several of the 
ladies went with the pastor from Mutandalike to a store about ten 
miles away, persuaded the owner to reopen, and bought a new 
blanket for each one which had been burned. 
At the closing service on Sunday, the pastor expressed the 
thanks of his people for the help they had been given. One of the 
brethren said as in reply, "We are believers, we help one an-
other." Such experiences are not yet common in this young 
church. That it happened as it did is a welcome sign of maturity. • 
Pastor Muleya (standing be-
side the lorry) with some of 
his Mutandalike parishioners 
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broken. "Now," Dina thought, ".isn't that just like Satan? He's ugly and 
fierce and out to catch us. But just as the buffalo's legs were broken, so 
is Satan bound and helpless through Jesus' death on the cross." 
Readily understood by the villagers, such a homespun illustration will 
carry the truth of the Gospel to the hearts of the listeners at Dina and 
Lukhi's future camps. 
Sometimes on these camps, Hindus are also reached with the 
Gospel. Recently, a notorious Hindu robber, just released from a 
twenty-year jail sentence, followed Dina and Lukhi to their preaching 
appointment. Listening intently to their gospel message told in Dina's 
emphatic manner, he coloured with embarrassment when she spoke of 
the robber, Barabbas, in whose place Jesus died. When Dina offered 
tracts, he was immediately beside her to take one quickly before they 
should all be gone. 
Dina is the leader but behind her is Lukhi, praying for her, praying 
for the unsaved and the believers. Through Dina's preaching ministry 
and Lukhi's devoted life, together they share fellowship in the Gospel . • 
Fellowship no longer means an isolated 
ethnic group living in one place, 
doing the same thing 
by J. Wilmer Heisey 
A restless urge upon the brethren in Kansas gave birth to missions 
enterprises. In Chicago, Sarah Bert shared the gospel with people and 
the fruit of that witness multiplied in many lives. Those won to Christ 
experienced new fellowship relationships as they moved across the 
brotherhood. 
The gospel story did not create brotherhood. A capacity for 
friendships and good human relations is written into man's very nature 
by his Creator. Despite his alienation from God, man still has some 
brotherhood potential. But it is the gospel which makes possible the 
restoration of strained and broken relationships. 
John, a Navajo Christian, expressed his disap-
proval of something in the church. His concern was 
genuine and his statement well-presented. But I 
knew I was responsible, and felt the inward rebuke 
of the Lord. However, I became aware of a new ap-
preciation for one with whom fellowship has be-
come so meaningful. 
—John Ludwig 
Navajo Mission, New Mexico 
I remember also the summer tent meetings and 
the helpers who came to our small community to 
serve. Our family was ia real need, for at the time 
Mother was very ill and a helping hand was much 
appreciated. We will never forget Sister Katie 
Rosenberger and Sister Mary (Hess) Climenhaga. 
They did so much to keep this family of six to-
gether and to make Mother more comfortable. 
—Audrey (Fisher) Hostetter 
recalling life in a rural mission 
(Granville congregation) 
A follower of Christ is given the capacity to share the same quality 
of love which he receives. It is this level of human relationships in the 
early church which made the Christian faith attractive to those from 
without, and it is still the same today. The fellowship of the Brethren in 
Christ no longer means an isolated ethnic group living in one place, 
doing the same things. Today some do not enjoy the smell of the farm 
while others shrink from the noises of the city. Some are uncomfortable 
with the manners of the young while others are distressed with the gait 
of the elders. But let us look a bit closer at glimpses of this brother-
hood. 
Ruth saw her place of service to be at home. But as Samuel was 
getting calls to serve further and further from home, she was faced with 
a decision — would she leave family and friends to enter with him into 
new labors. Once the big decision was made, Ruth's family grew and 
grew, to include missionaries, children, voluntary service workers and 
Navajos in New Mexico; concerned pioneers and their ghetto 
neighbors in New York City; teachers, missionaries and helpers in 
Zambia — all have been taken into this mother's heart and home. Not 
just a tribute to her native Oklahoma hospitality, Mrs. Samuel Minter's 
deeds of love have spilled over in blessing to those she has served from 
her transient homemaking. Scores of lives are richer because she was 
willing to leave a fine house built by a good provider, to share her love 
from lesser quarters. 
The touch of the Master's hand was only felt when Christ came 
down to man's level. In becoming a friend of sinners Christ made Him-
self "of no reputation." Christ's love makes it possible to build 
redemptive friendships, free of condescending attitudes. Gospel 
witness proves its validity when it works across the tracks, in the hills, 
on skid row and in the ghetto. The birth of fellowship in these situa-
tions grows out of a death to reputations. The Gospel begins to work 
when needy people have opportunity to speak as well as listen. New 
relationships grow and redemptive love is at work as the "ethnics" in 
the fellowship come to know "new" people. Albeit slowly, Brethren in 
Christ rosters have interspersed with the Engles, Mussers, and Siders 
such names as Agee, Pawelski, and Vannatter. 
Our manner of life makes it difficult to say that all Brethren in 
Christ live "in the world" . . . or so it seems to those who are convinced 
that we don't really love them. Too often there is little evidence to our 
neighbors that we have truly "seen" them — we haven't taken them 
into our homes, nor visited them in their prisons, nor ministered to their 
sicknesses. But when we are convicted and we repent, new brother-
hood relationships come to life. To hear an American Indian say with 
subdued emotion, "we are brothers and sisters in Christ" is a landmark 
in reconciliation. More beautiful than shouts of victory is a little "toot 
of the horn" from a Navajo Christian man who thus sends greetings 
across the busy street to his white Christian brother. 
Where the Gospel is at work, nothing can really smother Christian 
fellowship. The Christian worker, caught up with his work and witness, 
is notorious for failing to keep up with the times. At first glance the 
elderly lady gives appearance of being out of touch with reality. Not 
so! Assign this mother in Israel to a crowded cabin at General 
Conference with bubbling teenage Bible quiz girls, and what happens? 
They quickly relax with each other into normal relationships. These 
ladies belong to the same "family" and enjoy one another. 
There's an impressive list of present-day homemakers who come 
from homes in former mission congregations. How and why does this 
Lula Begay 
and 
John Ludwig 
We sew. And as we sew, she shares bits of her life 
—both before she was a Christian and now, since 
Christ has made her new. She was the "bad one" of 
the family, Valarie tells me. She was in and out of 
correction homes from the time she was thirteen. 
And as we cut and stitch and fit, we talk and are 
challenged by one another. As I attempt to encour-
age and strengthen her, her new-found love in 
Christ manifested in her trust, devotion and com-
mitment speaks to me. 
—Thata Book 
Fellowship Chapel, Bronx, N. Y. 
happen? As new families become involved in the life of the church, 
active Christian fellowship opportunities are fostered. Young people 
get together at retreats, conferences, and Christian schools. The Breth-
ren in Christ fellowship is much enriched for allowing more than ethnic 
growth. 
The role of a brother in the school of discipleship is crucial. Jesus 
didn't flunk His disciples at mid-semester. Although the Apostle Paul 
was pretty rough on John Mark, through the ministry of a brother, he 
"stuck it out." Ask Rupert Turman about his esteem for Jacob G. 
Kuhns; Norika Matsuura for Joanne Miller; Adolf Jordan for Harry 
Buckwalter. Nothing fosters fellowship like confidence of brother in 
brother. Great damage results when it is withheld. 
In natural ties of friendship, periodic stimuli are needed to keep 
the relationship alive. The Christian community has a great advantage 
here, since fellowship "in the Spirit" can be renewed continuously. 
Since Christ's resurrection, physical touch is no longer a limitation to 
fellowship. Now, upon every remembrance we can be quickened by a 
brother. Neither time nor distance can dim the relationship of those 
who are one in Christ. A retired William Lewis in Oregon brings 
blessing to me, his brother in Pennsylvania. 
We Brethren in Christ have a good thing going—even though our 
vision may at times be a bit dim. We assert by our very name that Christ 
has made us brothers and sisters. In our mission to the world we dis-
cover that Christ's love reconciles man to God, and man to man. By 
destroying the barriers to Christian fellowship, "This is how all men 
will know that you are my disciples, because you have such love for 
one another." John 13:35 (Phillips) • 
We discussed that congregation 
and then prayed 
by Joyce Kumalo 
Mangisi Sibanda and Philemon Kumalo have shared together in 
the Lord's work for many years — with one mind and one heart, as the 
early church members did in the book of Acts. Each served as overseer 
in the Rhodesian church for many years; with Rev. Kumalo being 
named Bishop of the Rhodesian church in 1970. In working together in 
planning council meetings and Regional Conference, Kumalo gets 
wise advice from this experienced minister, while Rev. Sibanda gets a 
lot of teaching from the bishop. 
The Baptismal and Communion weekend services for 1971 have 
been a highlight in the recent work of the two men. They shared 
services together in the Nkai, Mzola, and Gokwe areas, working 
together in organizing all the services. The men are especially con-
cerned about the work in these remote areas because they are led by 
women pastors, some of whom are very old and cannot even read their 
Bibles. They say these dear mothers need help, particularly with the 
young people. Since it is some distance from the centralized churches 
to remote areas, it is difficult for the overseer to pay visits to these 
areas and help these seven women pastors as he would like. 
The year 1971 has been a very difficult year for the two men. 
Bishop Kumalo and Rev. Sibanda have been hard hit by the mis-
behaviour of the young and old people of the church. The devil has 
been at work trying to destroy the work of the Lord. But these men have 
stood together in many difficulties and have prayed together to solve 
them. 
I remember one Sunday they had services from 3:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
After the service, Kumalo and Sibanda decided to spend the night 
together at the Bishop's house because they had discussed a very 
difficult problem and they wanted us all to spend time in prayer. The 
ministers looked very tired and discouraged. They seemed to have lost 
hope. The four of us, Rev. and Mrs. Sibanda, Bishop Kumalo and 
myself, sat in our sitting room and discussed the problem of that local 
Rev. Mangisi Sibanda (I.) and Bishop Philemon Kumalo 
congregation and then decided to tell the Lord in prayer about the 
whole problem. After sharing it with the Lord, we went to bed to rest for 
the night. 
Many church leaders and members of the church learned of this 
problem and all joined in prayer — and the Lord answered. After a few 
months the problem was over, and there was great joy all over the 
church areas. We all praised God for this. 
I have been convinced that God gives wisdom to those who humbly 
seek His guidance and His will. Bishop Kumalo and Rev. Sibanda are 
not discouraged. They show smiles over difficulties they meet. Let us 
pray for these men for God's guidance and fellowship as they work for 
their Master together in the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ. • 
Sharing together as a closely knit couple are Pastor S. N. Rai and 
his wife Mary. Marriage in the Bihar area of India is primarily an 
"arranged" affair, more for necessity than for true fellowship and the 
sharing of happiness and concerns. Thus it is a treat to see Surrendra 
and Mary Rai working together in every avenue of life in the fellowship 
of the Gospel. For 16 years they have worked and prayed together with 
a genuine love for the school, church and the community of Saharsa. 
For the Rai family, fellowship begins in the home. Before the sun 
rises, Surrendra and Mary have begun the day's activities by gathering 
the family in worship. The use of "Daily Light on the Daily Path" gives 
guidance for the day. For Surrendra, manager of Jiwan Jyoti, the day 
officially ends with the closing of the book store at 8:00 p.m. but for 
the family, the final act is one of fellowship: the reading of the Holy 
Scriptures, and a time of sharing in prayer when joys and problems 
are presented to the Lord. 
Mary, principal of the Saharsa Christian Day School, was over-
whelmed when limited facilities meant that 150 applicants had to be 
refused seats for the 1972 year. Some of the parents were so annoyed 
that they refused to leave the school premises. At this point, her 
husband stepped in and helped cool the situation. It gave him an 
opportunity to counsel with many of them, some in the book store 
office. A potentially unhappy situation thus proved to be another 
sharing experience for this couple. In many other ways, Rev. Rai has 
been a tower of strength to his wife in the work of the school. 
Mary came to Saharsa as a trained teacher. However, she had a 
Rev. and Mrs. Surrendra Rai 
Her husband was willing to carry 
by Harvey Sider 
desire to further her education. But with so much work, how? While 
working as a mother in the home, a teacher in the school, as pastor's 
wife, she did complete her B.A. in the local college. This was made 
possible by her husband who was willing to share in her fellowship by 
carrying a heavier home responsibility along with his regular pastoral 
duties. For North Bihar, such a situation is almost unthinkable, as the 
position of the woman is almost nil. But genuine fellowship in the 
gospel completely reversed the situation for this young couple. 
As pastor of the local church for a period of about 12 years, Rev. 
Rai genuinely appreciates the blessings of sharing with his wife. Be-
fore family duties kept Mary tied down, they frequently did their visiting 
as a team. Through this united ministry, they were able to give a very 
effective service to the Church. It likewise set a good example of real 
partnership in the Gospel. 
Pastor Rai and his wife have discovered several blessings of this 
fellowship. Of foremost importance has been the opportunity for both 
direct and indirect witness to the Church and community. In many ways 
they have complimented the other as their professions are interwoven 
by their evident Christian fellowship. This has created such a sense of 
respect in the community that even the Hindus and Muslims call him by 
the name "Pastor" rather than Surrendra, his first name. For Pastor 
Rai and his wife, this deep fellowship has enabled them to share 
together in times of problems and discouragement, which could have 
been most difficult to bear alone. • 
more responsibility 
Hundreds come for a night of 
card-playing and licjuor-drinking 
by Charles W. Musser 
Antonio Moreno found the Lord as his Saviour in 1965, in a Baptist 
church. His parents and ten brothers and sisters at first were much 
against his decision for Christ, and made fun of his beliefs. Rather than 
allowing this to hinder his spiritual growth, Antonio began to memorize 
Scripture (21 full chapters to date, plus many other verses). So far he 
has seen one sister come to the Lord, and his mother and other 
brothers and sisters attend services with him at the Esquipulas church. 
Soon after Cara and I arrived in Nicaragua — new to the culture 
and unsure of our Spanish — a grandfather of one of the church mem-
bers died. At a Wednesday evening prayer service, we learned of his 
death, and after church it was decided that a carload from the congre-
gation would go with me to offer condolences. 
When we arrived at the home we found an all-night wake in 
progress — quite different from a wake in the States and Canada. In a 
Nicaraguan wake, especially among the poorer people, hundreds of 
people (whether friends of the deceased or not) come from the 
surrounding area to the home of the deceased for an all-night vigil of 
card-playing and liquor-drinking. The family, already financially 
burdened with the costs of a wooden coffin and burial plot, have to 
supply coffee and rolls to the many people who come for no other 
reason than for the social gathering. 
We weren't there long before Antonio suggested that we have a 
service, in order to witness to the many present. There were many there 
who would never be found in an evangelical church. I liked the idea, 
especially as there were some Christians from prayer meeting who 
could give testimonies and sing some songs. But who would give the 
message? I knew I wasn't prepared, and with my poor Spanish, how 
could I hope to hold the attention of so many card-playing men? 
But the Lord had been working before hand. Antonio had 
prepared a message on salvation before he left his home for the wake, 
Antonio Moreno (r.) talking with the Altamirano family after 
church at Esquipulas 
just in case the opportunity arose for him to use it. So here we were — 
Christians with testimonies, and a young man prepared to go in front of 
his neighbors with a message of salvation — not because I had asked 
him to, but because he had a desire to witness. 
* * * * * 
Antonio continues to show leadership and initiative in witnessing. 
Not long ago, after a church service, he called me aside to talk. He was 
concerned for the many unsaved men with no interest in God, despite 
the fact that their wives were saved and belonged to the church. "The 
children in these homes need the guidance of their father as well as 
their mother if they are to become Christians," he said. "After all, what 
good is it when Mother says that you should walk in the light, and 
Father comes home every Saturday night drunk?" He suggested that 
he and I begin a program of visitation especially aimed at these 
unsaved husbands and fathers. We began the next day, visiting a man 
who has a wife and six children who are members of the Arroyo church. 
I thank God for Antonio, an unpaid lay minister in the Nicaraguan 
church, and for the fellowship we have — a fellowship in which he feels 
free to exercise initiative and make suggestions to me, the missionary. 
• 

Two men-
One—well built with an executive's waistline— 
The Other—medium build and slender, 
One—dark complexioned, short kinky black hair— 
The Other—fair, straight brown hair with receding hairline. 
One has an engaging smile, friendly eyes— 
The Other—thoughtful, ready to listen. 
One, having spoken, lets you read between the lines— 
The Other, having spoken, gives practical advice. 
One knows his people well, relationships and culture, deals with 
student problems— 
The Other handles technical aspects, maintenance and 
enlargements. 
One predicts his staff needs and organizes his teachers— 
The Other puts together a geometric puzzle, the timetable. 
The One—Principal of Matopo Secondary School— 
The Other—His Deputy. 
Together 
They direct staff meetings, 
Handle student discipline problems, 
Discuss plans for the future. 
They represent the school on the church board, 
Encourage student participation in religious activities, 
And have a concern for the adjustments of the school 
leavers. 
The One serving Christ and the Church among his fellowmen— 
The Other finds fulfillment in his adopted land. 
The One—J. D. Ndlovu— 
The Other—Robert Mann. 
by Carolyn Mann 
We pray-
jor the patients and for ourselves 
by Ann McEwen 
The day begins early morning before official work hours, with a 
time of prayer together by the workers, for the patients and ourselves 
as workers. We ask of God another measure of love and wisdom 
and guidance for the new day. Beatrice Zunga then gives a report of 
the activities of the night: "A baby was born; a child sick with malaria 
was admitted; the man with kidney disease died at 5:14 a.m." His family 
had sent for me in the night, and I was there when he died, but report 
is for all of the staff. 
Then each of us goes to his assigned ward, and the work begins in 
earnest. Sometimes Beatrice and I are at opposite ends of the ward, 
one of us giving pills, the other fixing dressings. Suddenly I put my 
hand out to catch a little boy who is trying to run away from his 
injection. Bina Charles and I both have to hold him while he gets his 
needle from Beatrice. Peace and quiet is temporarily re-established 
while we resume treatments, until we come to the little girl who gargles 
her medicine and shouts, rather than drinking it. We wish we had ear 
plugs. 
I call Beatrice to translate for me as we encourage a mother whose 
baby is critically ill with malnutrition, explaining to her that the baby 
needs to eat good, body-building foods. The child will become well 
again if she eats properly, and we encourage the mother as she tries 
to teach her baby to eat. 
At 9:00 we call all the patients and staff together for morning 
chapel service. Our Evangelist, Deacon Kutywayo, conducts the 
service. Our memory verse this week is Colossians 3:1, and it is 
Beatrice's turn to teach the verse. She tries to have the people sitting 
to our left to say it better than those on the right. Tomorrow she will 
reverse the tactics. By the end of the week many people will be able to 
say the verse without prompting. Someone is requesting prayer today, 
so Beatrice will work in the office to interview patients and assign treat-
ments while the Evangelist and I counsel with those who have stayed 
for prayer. 
As I am struggling later in the morning to pull a rotten, impacted 
tooth, an excited grandmother bursts into the office. "Come quickly! 
I've just brought my daughter. Her baby wants to be born." "Call 
Beatrice," I answer. "She will help you." My thought is that sometimes 
a baby comes more quickly than a tooth. 
Beatrice strolls into the treatment room a few minutes later while 
I am scrubbing the dental tools and calmly announces, "E de-
livered a female at 11:33; no problems. The baby weighs 6 lb. 7 oz." 
The tooth, I had noted, came out at 11:35. 
After the lunch break, the afternoon activities pick up where they 
stopped at noon. We see more children and parents with malaria, a 
man with a toothache, a girl with skinned knees, a teenage boy with a 
splinter in his foot, and so on. After the hospital officially closes its 
doors at 4:00, then Beatrice is on call to help any others who may need 
help . . . a girl who stubbed her toe; a child with an asthma attack, and 
whose parents need to be reassured. 
At midnight I awake to a knock on my door. A hospital aide has 
brought a note from Beatrice, which reads, "Some men were fighting at 
a beer drink. Two of them need to be sutured. Please come." 
A graduate of Macha Mission Hospital Training School, Beatrice 
is a fine Christian girl and a conscientious practical nurse. Since 
her graduation she has had to learn to interview patients, pull teeth, 
deliver babies and do simple suturing. When I am visiting the out-
station clinics, or am away to conference or special church activities, 
or the doctor is visiting us, Beatrice has to take over. She has earned 
the respect of the staff and patients alike, and is a tremendous asset 
in the work of our little hospital. Her love for Jesus shines through, and I 
can only thank God for sending to us such a fine nurse as Beatrice to 
help us minister to the people here. • 
I hear the soft voices 
of the women as they pray 
by Miriam Bowers 
Thelma Book had taken us to Nara where we visited some of the 
ancient castles and temples of Japan. Wandering about the city, we 
came upon two pagodas, one with five stories and one with three. Both 
have stood for more than a thousand years. Situated on a small hill, 
the three-tiered pagoda was particularly graceful and fragile in 
appearance. We climbed the hill seeking the most esthetic point for a 
picture. As we circled the pagoda we heard the familiar muted clang of 
a hand striking a brass cymbal. We looked around to find its source, 
since we had thought the pagoda deserted. 
Around in front we found a small shrine in the open air. Kneeling 
before it was a slender wrinkled woman, striking the gong and clapping 
her hands to attract the attention of her god. We were appalled to hear 
her cry aloud in desperation as she swayed back and forth, vainly call-
ing to an unanswering, utterly unresponsive god. 
I shall long remember Thelma's response. There was the mission-
ary compulsion to run to the woman with the glad news that there is a 
Saviour who hears and answers . . . there was also the frustration of 
knowing that even the missionary heart must observe certain 
proprieties. As Thelma expressed her burden for the woman, I felt as 
though we had received a rare insight into the heart of a missionary. 
For the first time we were able to fellowship in sharing the burden for 
the people to whom Thelma and Doyle were called to minister. Fellow-
ship in the gospel involves not only the joyous affirmation of shared 
victories but also the deep acknowledgement of shared burdens. Time 
after time I see in my mind's eye the tiny wrinkled woman, swaying and 
crying to a deaf god, and my heart breathes a prayer for those en-
trusted with bringing the message that Jesus saves. This is a small 
part of fellowship. 
* * * * * 
At Takibe there was a small congregation to whom Thelma felt 
very close. One day we went with her to visit a group of women, and 
to share with them in a Bible Study. The women greeted us cordially, 
and the hostess even consented to show us her kitchen — a rare 
privilege, since the kitchen is the least lovely section of a Japanese 
house. After the usual tea had been served, each of us as guests 
shared with the women our Christian testimonies and told of the 
meaning of Christ in our daily lives. Thelma interpreted for us. Then 
each of the women spoke, telling of their daily difficulties and of their 
struggles to maintain a peaceful household that would be Christian 
and at the same time not bring offense to their unchristian parents. 
Even though we listened imperfectly through an interpreter, we 
shared their sincerity and their deep desire to follow Christ. At the same 
time we shared their perplexity in attempting to create a tranquil 
household. Again we felt the burden of Thelma as she sought earnestly 
to help them establish the highest of priorities for their lives. 
Often I recall the lovely scene of the late afternoon sun high-
lighting the fields of golden rice terraces among the wooded hills . . . 
and I hear the soft voices of the women as they pray . . . and my heart 
breathes a prayer for their growth in Christ, and that wisdom be 
granted to those who nurture them . . . fellowship with them in the 
gospel. • 
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ThelrDa Book in one of several women's Bible classes 
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Elias Moyo (I.), 
Stephen Ndlovu 
The sun was set as the Peugeot approached Zwehamba, where 
Stephen Ndlovu and Elias Moyo would visit villages and conduct 
services in the church. They had just come from Mashumba (where 
they had witnessed to the headman and visited villages), and 
tomorrow, after meeting the people and checking the records at 
Zwehamba, they would be on their way to Silawa. 
But there was still a quarter mile to go before they reached the 
school and teachers' homes. The road was very rough and at one place 
led through a sandy spruit (small dry river). Then it happened . . . they 
were stuck in the sand! By flashlight they carried stones for under the 
wheels, but all their efforts were fruitless. As a last effort Ndlovu 
sounded the hooter and the teachers, who had been awaiting their 
arrival, heard the distress signal. Soon they were out of the sand and 
enjoying the hospitality of the teachers' home. 
Steven Ndlovu, the overseer of the Mtshabezi District, Rhodesia, 
since 1970, has forty churches under his care. For almost 25 years he 
was a teacher, and now is enrolled at Ekuphileni Bible Institute. Elias 
Moyo, a recent graduate of Ekuphileni Bible Institute, is now assisting 
the overseers in showing the pastors their responsibilities to their 
people. A main concern is implementing the goal of New Life For All — 
getting all Christians to help in spreading the gospel. 
* * * * * 
Working together 
in 
"New Life For All" 
by Ethel Bundy 
Last year the pastor at Silawa died. He was a faithful man, but his 
wife was not a Christian . . . in fact, she brewed beer. Ndlovu was carry-
ing with him the last "Pastors' Thank Offering" which had been given in 
memory of the deceased pastor. Ndlovu and Moyo, accompanied by 
the present pastor (a lady) went to the village of the unsaved widow. 
Here was an unusual opportunity to witness as Ndlovu gave her the 
thank offering. They prayed, but she did not repent that day. 
And so, Ndlovu and Moyo went their way to Shape and Tshaboyi. 
One day Ndlovu brings the message; the next day it is Moyo. But always 
they are trying to help the pastors see the need to lead the people, 
encourage them to pray, and teach them how to win others. They are 
trying to help the people see that each one has a responsibility in the 
Lord's work. Then, when every Christian is at work, new life will be seen 
in each church. 
At Tshaboyi, Ndlovu, Moyo and the local pastor visited a sick man. 
Too ill to walk, he lay in his bed as they prayed for him. The following 
day as Ndlovu and Moyo were on their way to the next church, they met 
him walking to the irrigation plots nearby. Their hearts were filled with 
praise. 
* * * * * 
Elias Moyo often stays in the Ndlovu home when he is in the 
Mtshabezi area. After family prayers at 6:30, they have breakfast; 
then Ndlovu leaves for school and Moyo cycles to visit nearby 
churches, encouraging them and answering their questions. Some-
times Moyo does not return but goes on to another church. Those 
days when he does return to Ndlovu's, the entire "family" joins together 
for evening prayers. They sing, read the Word, and each member of 
the family circle prays, from five-year-old Handford and his brothers 
to the five boarding students, the working girl, "big brother Elias," 
mother and father. 
When all the churches in the area have been visited, Moyo takes 
the bus and heads for his home in Bulawayo, leaving the Ndlovus with 
a lighter burden because two have worked together. • 
Elias Moyo speaking to a "New 
Life For All" rally at Mah-
wanke, with 286 people packed 
into one classroom 
At jour o'clock midnight 
we went singing 
by A gnes Moyo 
I am Agnes Moyo, wife of the pastor at Matopo Mission. I teach in 
the primary school at the Mission. 
4 0 Mrs. Sibanda is the wife of the Overseer in the Matopo District. 
She and her husband worked in the Wanezi District for twenty years 
before they were transferred to Matopo at the end of 1970. 
Last March Mrs. Sibanda called some of the mothers of the 
District to help plan for a special mothers' meeting over Easter. I was 
one of the mothers and she asked me to be secretary. Part of my work 
was to help plan the meals. I asked ou.r domestic science teacher, Mrs. 
Moyo, and the principal's wife, Mrs. J. D. Ndlovu, to help with the 
planning. Mrs. Sibanda and I worked hand in hand as we were getting 
those things ready before Good Friday. 
We had chosen Matopo Mission as the place to meet. In the after-
noon the mothers from the District began to arrive. Many of them were 
"footing." About 6 o'clock Mrs. Sibanda and I served the food in the 
Mission dining room. Then after prayers the mothers were given rooms 
for sleeping in the girls' dormitories. 
The next day Mrs. Sibanda told the women that I would be the 
secretary. So I acted as the secretary of the meeting although at the 
beginning I didn't know what I would have to write. It was my first time 
as a secretary of such a big meeting. I thank the Lord because later on 
I got used to it. The meeting was composed of music, speeches and 
dramas. After each speech we had a period of discussion. All the 
people were allowed to give answers if they wished to do so. The 
activities were planned to help the women grow spiritually. 
After the evening prayers Mrs. Sibanda asked me to join the 
women at four o'clock midnight. This was very difficult to me because 
it would be still dark and my home is far from the mission. After a 
long discussion I decided to spend the night at the dormitories with the 
rest of the women. I talked to our deacon's wife telling her what we 
planned to do in the night. She also decided to spend that night in the 
mission. At four o'clock midnight we got up to go singing from village to 
village. For two hours we walked. In many of the villages the mothers 
joined us as we sang. We ended our journey on a big rock near Mrs. 
Sibanda's village. Here about 6:00 a.m. we prayed. 
After the midday service the mothers returned to their villages. It 
had been a good weekend. We wanted to do it again. 
So, in November, Mrs. Sibanda wrote me a letter saying she would 
like to see me. When I got to her home she told me we should talk to the 
Matopo women about having a special Christmas meeting. I wrote 
down all the points we would talk about when we met the women. 
When I came outside Mrs. Sibanda's house, I found very lovely 
flowers on her veranda so I asked if she would give me some of that 
seed. We looked at the flowers and then she gave me a few of those 
lovely plants. I was very thankful indeed. 
Sunday came and the women chose to have their meeting at Silobi 
Staff tea was almost over for another mon 
by Edith Miller 
. . . when Deriah Syansaka Miss Syansaka passes that M 
approached the Headmistress. every time she goes between sh 
"Would you be able to come the school and her house. M 
and have lunch following our 4 Sc 
cookery lesson today?" Edith * * Se 
Miller readily accepted the "Here is the first garment 8 " 
invitation. completed by Form II." s i t 
They exchanged ideas and "Whose is it?" He 
comments while they ate the "Dorothy's." Sc 
demonstration meal prepared "Are the girls pleased with H c 
by Miss Syansaka, the Home- the results?" 
craft teacher. The Form II girls "| think so." M i 
meanwhile enjoyed what they Again Miss Syansaka shared wt" 
had prepared in their follow- the finished product with her d i £ 
up lesson. Headmistress. It's always in- t h < 
Each week the two ladies go teresting to see what comes 9 r 
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about seven miles from Matopo along the road toward Mtshabezi. Each 
mother was to pay 20$ for food. The Matopo women were to prepare tf 
two songs and a drama. Sunday after Sunday they practiced for this 
meeting. 
At last December 9th arrived and we were taken to Silobi by the 
Mission school bus. Among other things the Silobi girls sang and the 
grade two children gave a very lovely drama about the birth of Christ. 
The Matopo drama was very interesting because of the clothes they 
wore. 
We dismissed for food but found the lunch was not ready so Mrs. 
Sibanda and I went and helped with the preparing of the food. When 
the food was ready we rang the bell. We served all those people, the 
visitors and the women. We were 79 people. We found that we had 
friends outside our group. One gave us $1 and another gave two bottles 
of orange concentrate. The Silobi storekeeper gave us twelve loaves 
of bread and 44 lbs. of sugar! We were VERY thankful. 
Miller and Miss Syansaka have 
shared in varying capacities at 
Macha Mission, Macha Girls' 
School (grades 5-7) and Macha 
Secondary School (grades 
8-10). They've exchanged po-
sitions—both having worked as 
Headmistress of the Girls' 
School; both having taught the 
Homecraft subjects. 
Both now serve on the 
Macha Church Committee 
where activities and plans are 
discussed. Both are active in 
the local Sunday School pro-
gram. Both, along with the 
other staff members, carry re-
sponsibilities for the religious 
activities of the pupils in their 
school. Each without the other 
would encounter difficulties 
which are not now experi-
enced. • 
Deriah Syansaka and Edith Miller 
We have started our activities this year and we hope to do better 
than last year because we started earlier. 
One day we went to see Mafu, an old man who has lived at Matopo 
Mission for many years. Mafu is seriously ill and has not been able to 
go to church for years. So we decided to take the church service to him. 
The old women gave speeches about the life of this old Christian man. 
We testified and sang his favorite songs. We sang many songs about 
heaven. Though Mafu had much pain, his face was filled with smiles 
and pleasure because of the great joy in his heart. At the end of the 
service the women presented gifts to Mafu. This was one of the most 
wonderful meetings I have ever seen. I was so surprised when I looked 
at my watch to see it was 1 o'clock—we had started the service at 10 
and the meeting was "very short." 
Our hearts were singing as we walked to our homes. Our homes 
seemed to be very near. • 
Kraals, mealies, awd baboons 
by Dorothy Potteiger 
"Bong-bong! Bong-bong! Bong-bong!" It is 7 o'clock in the morn-
ing and Roger Sibanda, the farm foreman, is striking the iron cylinder, 
calling the men to work-line. Meanwhile, Umfundisi (Donald Potteiger) 
is hurriedly drinking his last cup of tea. Soon the sound of the motor-
bike announced his arrival to join the working men for morning devo-
tions. 
Donald gave 21/2 years of voluntary service in Africa (1958-60) and 
is now serving as pastor, farm manager, and mission coordinator at 
Wanezi. Upon returning to Africa in 1971, his friendship with Sibanda 
was renewed. 
Sibanda has worked on the mission farm since 1924. Besides 
being farm foreman since 1940, he has served several terms as deacon 
in the local church. Currently Sibanda is pastoring a small group of 
people who worship each Sunday beneath a tree which is about seven 
miles from his home. 
After Bible reading and prayer at the beginning of a busy day, the 
men stand waiting to hear their assignments. Umfundisi instructs the 
men, with Sibanda interpreting: "Ngwenya, Moyo, and Ncube, go to 
the mealie (corn) field to pull weeds; Shortie and Simon go to repair 
fence; and Albert and Domen, gather cattle." 
Umfundisi and Sibanda, who are usually close together, go to 
work discussing the day's agenda; Umfundisi mixing English and 
In the mealie field they discuss the problems 
of growing crops. 
Ndebele, Sibanda using broken English. In the mealie field they dis-
cuss the problems of growing crops. Umfundisi is concerned about the 
baboons coming into the field and eating the mealies. "I'll shoot them 
all," he says. "Ha!" laughs Sibanda, "You will shoot till you are tired." 
He goes on to explain that shooting them is very difficult because one 
baboon sits watching to warn the others when danger arrives. 
In reporting about the work of the previous day when Umfundisi 
was away, Sibanda says that the men had left the trailer stuck in the 
field, but were able to remove the tractor. Now he suggests: "We need 
Umfundisi to help. We failing to drive European ox (white man's ox) 
through mud." 
Back at the cattle kraal (pen), these men face a more serious 
problem: cattle are dying. Umfundisi seems rather discouraged and re-
marks: "Perhaps we should sell all of the cattle." Then comes advice 
from one who is older as Sibanda asks, "What Umfundisi do if he 
preach Word and nobody repent? Would Umfundisi stop preaching? 
We keep trying." And Umfundisi readily agrees. 4 5 
During the day's work, Umfundisi and Sibanda recall one working 
man who was recently dismissed from work due to his stealing. They 
had been concerned about his behaviour previously and together had 
tried to help him through counseling, especially about his failure to 
provide money for his family. He had agreed to improve himself, and 
did temporarily. They remember that he had once desired to follow the 
Lord but failed to yield himself completely to Him. They are reminded 
again that they must continue to pray for this man. Sibanda works 
closely with Umfundisi in interpreting for him as they counsel with the 
working men. 
At the end of the working day, the 5 o'clock bell rings and these 
two men are together again, making sure all tools are in place and 
locking doors. d 
Roger Sibanda and Donald Potteiger catch up on 
paper work. 
We felt a closeness because oj our 
common bond in Christ 
by Dwight Thomas 
During this period of rapid social change and westernization 
throughout Japan, young people here are becoming more prominent. 
There are more youth taking jobs, travelling abroad, and questioning 
traditions and customs than were doing so only a few years ago. It is 
crucial that the Christian young people become an equally-important 
force in the "new Japan," continuing to further the work of the kingdom 
among their fellowmen. 
The young people at Shimonoseki Yamanota church are trying to 
do just this—become strong witnesses within their scope of activity. 
Since the church itself is only two years old and still rather young, the 
youth group is also small, but growing steadily. Presently, there are 
six regular members, with several new persons beginning to take an 
interest. 
In an effort to strengthen the youth group through Christian 
fellowship, we have done several things together. Last fall we had a 
good time learning to know each other better during a picnic lunch 
in a nearby park. While playing volleyball, chasing the ball down the 
mountainside, eating and singing together, we experienced a new 
feeling of togetherness. Another event was a hike near the end 
of the winter season. The weather was warm and sunny, which was 
extremely welcome after a cold winter. We climbed to the top and 
found a pleasant spot for lunch, which was followed by a time of shar-
ing and prayer. We again felt a closeness, because of our common 
bond in Christ. We feel that these times spent together are very 
necessary to provide a time of Christian fellowship and strengthening. 
Within the group are two students who have become leaders 
because of their strong faith and friendly personalities. They 
exemplify the kind of young people the Japanese church needs today. 
Yamada-san is a twelfth grader at a local Christian high school. As 
the girls are required to attend a church each Sunday, and since she 
lives near the Yamanota church, Yamada-san began attending 
about two years ago. Since her acceptance of Jesus, she has become 
a vital part of the church and its workings—teaching Sunday 
school, sharing in the morning services, bringing her friends to 
church, and testifying to her concern for those of her friends 
who denounce religion. She has shared her thoughts at various times, 
and has shown an amazing understanding of the essence of the 
Gospel. 
Odani-san shows a similar understanding of the message of 
Christ. He first became acquainted with Christianity through Tojo-
san, a church leader and Bible scholar who is a professor at the 
economics college that Odani-san attends. Through Tojo-san's 
Christian interpretation of the economic world, and his daily witness, 
Odani-san finally gave his life to Christ and the work of the Christian 
Perhaps here I could find the jellowshi\ 
Mary Ayah as told to Erma Sider 
My world had collapsed around me. I was alone in my con-
fusion. Unavoidable circumstances separated me from my family. 
I wanted them. They needed me. But there was a barrier that 
separated us. Shock treatments brought me back to reality but 
left me completely deaf. My only consolation was my faith in God. 
My remedy for confusion was hard work. 
For years, it was my special pleasure to serve several mis-
sionary memsahibs as an ayah (nurse) for their children. How I 
loved those little babies. Their mothers accused me of spoiling 
them but how could I help it? As I watched the little folk, the 
mothers were released for other important missionary work. So, 
in my own way, I was a missionary. 
Then problems began to arise and my personal world fell apart. 
I was helpless to save myself from the frustrations which tore at 
my heart. But one day, there was good news. At Madhipura Chris-
tian Hospital, there was an opening for a woman who was willing 
to work hard, someone who would clean and dust all the corners 
others would miss, someone who would help with the piles of 
mending and sewing of linens. This just suited me. And better yet 
was to find a new little room built just for me close to Miss Yoder's 
home—right at her back door, in fact. Perhaps here I could find 
the fellowship I needed, a fellowship in the Gospel as I worked 
with Miss Yoder and the other staff. 
All we who are alone and lonely know how much Miss Yoder 
cares for us. She once was heard to say about the helpless 
orphans who were brought to the Mission, "Your heart just bleeds 
church. He has become a strong Christian leader in the Yamanota 
church, and has given his services to the church in numerous ways— 
leading the Sunday morning meetings, representing the church at 
several conferences, and witnessing among his fellow students through 
participation in a campus Bible study. 
The youth of Japan offer much potential in the continuing work of 
the Christian church. The church here in Shimonoseki has sought to 
utilize this potential and provide a solid foundation of Christian fel-
lowship from which we can branch out with new energy. • 
?sbip I needed 
Leora Yoder 
and 
Mary Ayah 
for them for they have no one who cares!" Perhaps it was her own 
lonely childhood without a mother's tender care that gave her a 
heart of caring for others. 
Certainly she cares for me and is concerned about my welfare. 
If she thinks I'm not eating enough, she shares a bowl of goat 
curry. Sometimes her concern is expressed in scolding when I 
don't take enough rest or eat the proper food. She finds my point 
of need and does her best to fill it. This often means encouraging 
me to spend time with my family or friends. Other times, it's just a 
message on a scrap of paper, a little sharing that lets me know 
she is concerned, she cares. Morning and evening prayers with 
Miss Yoder are a blessing to me. I can't hear the words nor pray 
audibly yet I do sense our oneness in Jesus. 
Those days of darkness and confusion seem far away now. 
Truly, my faith in God brought me through but I also know that 
the fellowship in Christ which I have shared with Miss Yoder was 
God's way of bringing me out on top. • 
My brothers, I ask you to 
stand behind me in earnest prayer 
by Charles W. Musser 
An idea came to me during our three-month orientation in Wash-
ington, D.C., prior to our leaving for Latin America: Cara and I could 
be much more effective missionaries if a round-the-clock prayer chain 
could be organized. After all, even the great Apostle Paul needed 
other Christians' intercessory prayers: 
"Now, my brothers, I am going to ask you, for the sake of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, and for the love we bear one another in the 
Spirit, to stand behind me in earnest prayer to God on my be-
half . . ."(Romans 15:30) 
Before long, we drew up a chart showing the hours from 7:00 a.m. 
to 10:00 p.m., seven days a week. Now to get people interested enough 
to sign up. The big job, we discovered, was to convince the people we 
met that they had a real responsibility as Christians for prayer support 
for missionaries (and other believers). 
By the time we were ready to leave the States for a period of lan-
guage study in Costa Rica, we had acquired 72 hours per week of 
prayer intercessors. This did not include the many other friends, rela-
tives, and brothers in Christ who did not have opportunity to sign their 
names on the prayer chart. I could cite many examples of people faith-
fully sharing in our ministry, but space prohibits. So let me tell you of 
only one faithful prayer partner, our home pastor. 
The pastor of Bellevue Park Church in Harrisburg, John Stoner's 
ministry includes the extension of the kingdom of God in Nicaragua— 
every Tuesday morning between 9:00 and 10:00. This hour is not only 
spent in prayer, but also in writing a weekly letter informing us how he 
prayed during the hour. For example, while still in language study in 
Costa Rica, we asked for prayer that we might be effective witnesses 
to the unsaved family we were staying with. John replied: 
"In my prayer time this morning for you I prayed especially 
that you would be good witnesses for Christ, especially to the 
family with whom you live. I thought about ways to pray for your 
witness, and it came to me that if the fruits of the Spirit are evi-
dent in your life your witness will be strong. So I asked the Lord 
to give you love for the family, joy in knowing Christ, peace in 
the trials you experience, gentleness in your approach to 
others, goodness of character, faithfulness to God and others, 
meekness in your attitudes, and temperance in your desires 
and habits. Then it occurred to me that if these things mark 
your lives, you will be realizing the spiritual growth which you 
seek." 
Later, after we had arrived in Nicaragua, and had informed him of 
a young Christian girl who had run off and was living with an unsaved 
man, John wrote: 
"I have been wondering about Maria, the girl who ran off, and 
then moved in with her sister. I do pray that God will restore 
her to the Church. It would be a good thing for the Church to 
see God restore her, I am sure. I don't know whether you have 
visited her, or whether she is too far way, etc., but I am praying 
that the Lord will give you wisdom and love to do what you 
can . . ." 
We were so glad that we could report that Maria had been restored to 
fellowship [see page 16]. 
More recently, knowing that Tuesday is our day for visitation, he 
wrote these words of encouragement: 
"If you are still following the weekly schedule which you were, 
today is your visitation day. I have prayed this morning that God 
would guide you to the right homes, and that he would cause 
the language and the Word to dwell in you richly so that you can 
witness freely. I was thinking about these two expressions, 
"language" and "word." For you I think of the language in terms 
of the Spanish language. That is one challenge you face. I am 
sure that each week brings improvement and greater ease with 
the language. Then the "word" is the living Word of God, and 
the written Word, and the Word made flesh in Jesus Christ. This 
is the word of life which we announce. As it is part of us it be-
comes part of our speech and it shapes our lives. I pray that the 
Word is living in your hearts, and that each day unveils new 
treasure in the Word." 
This fellowship which we share with John Stoner and our other 
prayer partners has helped the kingdom of God advance in Nicaragua. 
It is a fellowship of prayer. It is a fellowship open to you. • 
We can drop in anytime 
by Prabhu Guptara 
I first met Joe and Marietta Smith in 1966 while I was a student. I 
used to come to some of their studies. Then we cooperated in plan-
ning a retreat (actually, Joe, Marietta and I were the "faculty"). That 
seemed to begin the whole thing. What started by studying together 
has gradually extended to planning and implementing such things as 
seminars, retreats, six-week Bible study series, etc. We meet to pray 
together weekly, and the Lord has led us into a student ministry—the 
Smiths living near the campus, and me living on the campus. 
Through God's grace, I am a lecturer in English at Delhi Univer-
sity and teach from a Christian perspective. Still, within the college 
structure, it is difficult to organize Christian retreats or seminars. It 
is easier to invite them to an off-campus meeting where they can be 
introduced to the Bible. The Smiths' home is a place where we can drop 
in anytime—not only for invitational get-togethers, but also for informal 
meetings where I can bring students, teaching colleagues, or others I 
meet who are searching for meaning. 
Regular Sunday study/fellowship begins at 4:00. This is an open-
ended session, often lasting until late evening. Usually there are as 
many as eighteen people who stay for soup after the session, thus giv-
ing us more opportunity to answer questions and clear up difficult 
points about God and His Word. 
In an effort to be current and relevant to the student crowd, we 
try various techniques: concentrated sessions, day-long seminars, or 
two-day retreats. One recent seminar was planned around the title: A 
Christian Viewpoint of Contemporary Arts—What the Arts Are Saying. 
This was designed specifically for those who normally would avoid a 
"Bible Study." Retreats provide the setting for sharing food and fel-
lowship, and have sizeable blocks of time devoted to intensive Bible 
study, concentrating on the implications of discipleship, and ending 

with a call for committment or re-dedication. 
These carefully-planned sessions are most productive. Jan, an 
avowed atheist, was an American student on a one-year scholarship at 
Delhi University. We met at a "Model U.N. Assembly" and I invited her 
to one of the seminars. Seemingly against her will, she came . . . and 
then kept coming to other Christian functions. She was finally con-
verted, was baptized, and now has resumed her studies in the U.S.A. 
Bunny Ward was brought to me by a mutual friend, a person 
who was involved in the drug traffic. A professional musician on con-
tract to a rock combo and a trained physical education director, he was 
by Donna Sollenberger 
One day after I falteringly and very simply prayed a prayer 
in Ndebele, one of the hospital workers said, "Sister, (term 
used for nurses in Rhodesia) you have prayed very well today." 
On another day, "Sister, I think you were afraid today; you 
didn't use my language very well." Frank and helpful—this is 
Lizah Moyo, a young lady who had given her life to Christ and 
was working with me in the hospital at Phumula Mission. We 
shared in work, prayer, laughs, joys and sorrows. She was my 
"mouthpiece" to break the language barrier when I felt I 
couldn't express myself in her language. 
At the hospital I worked daily with many girls who knew 
only a life of broken homes, venereal diseases, pregnancies out 
of wedlock and a dearth of spiritual and social nurture. The 
hospital contact wasn't enough. I decided to initiate girls clubs 
in the surrounding area. (The church had organized clubs in 
some other areas, called Ubaqa Luka Kristu, or Torch of 
Christ.) 
Girls came to a nearby school. We played games, sang, 
sewed, taught Bible lessons, discussed social problems. 
"down and out," and had no place to go. He stayed with me for one 
week; we talked and studied and sang and prayed—and Bunny was 
transformed by God. Another rock music group asked him to join 
them, and he told them he was sorry, but he already had a contract 
. . . w i t h the Lord Jesus. Bunny was baptized in February 1972 in 
Bangalore, South India, where he is a growing Christian with a true 
and constant testimony. 
"We want to let our manner of life be worthy of the Gospel, to stand 
firm in one spirit, with one mind, striving side by side for the Gospel 
(Phil. 1:27). • 
Some days we cooked and talked about nutrition. I was con-
cerned that girls nearer the mission have this opportunity also. 
Then I remembered my "mouthpiece," Lizah. 
With enthusiasm she began to take her time off on Sat-
urday to call the mission and community girls to come to club. 
We would discuss plans for the meetings, then she would cap-
ably carry on with the meeting. Her club grew. 
At the end of the year we had a joint tea and final program 
at the mission for our clubs and other clubs which other in-
terested nationals in the area had started. Lizah's girls joined 
others in making many jam sandwiches and tea for the party. 
Her wholehearted laugh was contagious as she led the girls in 
games. Badges were given for achievement and Lizah proudly 
watched her girls receive them. 
I have been moved now. I no longer can contact those 
girls, but Lizah is there. She is no longer my "mouthpiece," no 
longer near—but we still communicate our burdens and joys to 
each other by letter. She had helped with enthusiasm; now she 
must be not helper, but leader as she remains in the Phumula 
area and influences girls around her. • 
Lizah Moyo (r.) 
watches a girl 
from her club 
receive a badge 
from Donna 
Sollenberger 
Mending the nets 
by Ethel Bundy 
"Jesus said, 'Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men.' So 
we have become fishers of men. But our nets have holes in them. 
Some of the fish are getting away from us. Our young people are get-
ting out; they are going away." These were the words of Timothy 
Ndlovu, chairman of the Rhodesia Regional Youth Committee, as he 
gave the keynote message for the first Youth Leadership Course held 
at Matopo last year. 
Timothy Ndlovu is the father of eight, so he knows what he is 
talking about. He has two daughters in England trained in a hospital 
there, a son with a University degree, another serving as a school sec-
retary, three in high school and another at home. He has been a mem-
ber of the Youth Committee since it was first formed in 1965 and has 
served as chairman for the past two years. 
It was the 1968 General Conference at Mtshabezi which decided 
that the Education Secretary should also serve as the Youth Director. 
Thus George Bundy became Youth Director in 1970 when he was ap-
pointed as the Education Secretary. George and "T," as he is often 
called, have faced many problems together. 
"T" was appointed principal of the new Mtshabezi Junior Second-
ary School before ground was broken for the new building. Here 
high school young people would learn industrial as well as academic 
subjects. Would it be finished and furnished in time for the opening of 
school? Where was water to come from? How could a new school grow 
up in the midst of an established school? Together "T" and George 
worked hard. Every trip to Mtshabezi found the Education Secretary's 
car loaded—sewing machines, stoves, sinks, pipes, table tops, dishes, 
wood vices, metalwork tools, or science equipment. When the coal 
stoves failed to work, George and "T" took them apart, piece by piece. 
As soot was washed from soiled hands they had the satisfaction of 
knowing that the stoves were working. 
But, what about those fish who are "coming out of the net?" Who 
would go after them? Chairman and Director with the Committee 
looked for ways to mend the nets. One way was to alert pastors and 
youth leaders. In groups they discussed "What God Wants To Do For 
Young People" in our communities, in the worship programs, fellow-
ship groups, and nurture programs of the church. "T" and George 
were amply rewarded by the interest of these leaders. One lady pas-
tor from far away Nkai asked, "How can I start a club for my young 
people?" Or another requested, "Please write the CHALLENGE (a 
paper prepared for youth leaders) in Ndebele. The one who translated 
for me gave me the wrong information." There was interest; horizons 
were being pushed back. 
Another means of mending our nets was the young people's 
camp. Up until now youth conferences had been held in various areas 
from time to time. But what about a permanent camp site—would per-
mission be granted? After much enthusiasm was generated, the deci-
sion was made: yes. Mtshabezi was central, so it would be located 
there. 
One evening after having supper together, "T" and George (and 
their wives) set out for the new camp site. The two men climbed the 
kopjes (granite hills), checking the distance to the river from which 
water would be carried. They envisioned the places overgrown with 
bush as the future camp. "Girls can sleep here near the mountain . . . 
this is the place for assembly between these rocks . . . boys near that 
kopje over there . . . this sheltered nook for cooking." So it was—after 
much chopping and burning, with many scratches and blisters— 
eighty-two young people gathered there just DeTore conference. 
Mending nets? They are still at it. Plans include another leader-
ship conference, another youth day, another Bible quiz contest and 
another camping session. This time water will be piped to a storage 
tank to be built on a rock at the camp site. "T," who lives at Mtshabezi, 
will supervise the project. Both are happy as they watch the red column 
climbing on the thermometer—indicating contributions from the 
church. 
Together "T" and George are mending the nets. • 
Timothy Ndlovu 
and George Bundy 
check prices of 
water pipe for 
the new youth 
camp. 
For the first 
experiencing 
time I am 
real fellowship 
Anonymous 
Twelve individuals have voluntarily bound themselves in the lov-
ing concern of a small group relationship. The Yokefellows group was 
formed through the deep desire of several people to experience a more 
intimate fellowship than that provided by a formal church service. In 
our weekly meetings we share our triumphs, our failures, and our 
deepest needs, confident that whatever we express will be retained 
within the loving concern of the group. Each member of the group 
takes upon himself the responsibility of praying daily by name for each 
other member and for spending a period of time in daily devotion. 
Personal involvement in Yokefellows has brought about many 
changes in my life. Each day I receive a new surge of blessing and 
faith as I think of eleven other people praying for me—as I also bring 
them one by one into the presence of the Lord. Fellowship before the 
throne of God takes on a new meaning, and I am sensing a new unity 
with fellow Christians. In the rush of a thousand daily duties, I some-
times find it difficult to keep my covenant to pray daily for each one 
of the group. But as I discipline myself to take this time daily, my 
spiritual life is growing and both prayer and Bible reading are be-
coming much more meaningful. 
Although I have been a Cnristian for many years, there are cer-
tain areas of my life in which I have experienced repeated failures. As 
I tried to give deeply-personal expression to the group of these areas 
which bother me, I found that my heart was filled with resentments of 
which I had not been aware. Through sharing them, and praying for 
victory over them with the help of the group, the Lord has taken them 
away and my attitude toward others has become far more open, loving 
and tender. Home relationships are far closer than before. I have even 
found that through the release of my resentments, my physical tensions 
and "knots" have almost disappeared. Life has become far more tran-
quil than I had thought would ever be possible. 
Another of my problems is that of failing to accept people as they 
really are. I found that I was trying to make them over according to my 
own pattern. In my deepest heart I felt frustrated and resentful toward 
them when they failed to make the changes I had planned for them! 
Through the help of the group and the Lord, I am realizing that I can 
change my own attitude. I am learning to accept others as they are. 
No doubt this has been a problem for a long time, but it came into 
sharper focus through group discussions and through reading so that 
I became aware that something had to be done about it. The Lord's 
cleansing of my heart of this attitude has also contributed toward a 
more loving relationship with everyone. 
From the group experience has come a new sense of openness 
and freedom. Part of this is a renewed sense of personal worth in the 
sight of God and my fellow group members. As eleven others sit quietly 
and listen responsively to me unburdening my failures and problems, I 
sense with deep gratitude their loving acceptance of me just as I am. 
If men accept me so freely, surely the acceptance of God is immea-
surably greater, and my fellowship with Him is made much more 
meaningful. With His guidance, and the loving prayer support of the 
group, I go out to live tomorrow on a higher plane. 
The fellowship of the group has been such a rich experience that 
I wish the whole congregation could be divided into similar units for 
personal growth and enrichment. But perhaps others do not have these 
deep needs in their hearts. For me and the other members of the 
group, the awareness of need has made us true yokefellows; for as we 
bear one another's burdens and together bring them to the Lord, in 
Him there is fulfillment and joy. • 
/ 
" . . . wherever there is communication even across 
considerable distances, where there can be knowl-
edge of a common faith, testimony to a common ex-
perience, awareness of spiritual concerns, sharing 
of blessings and needs, participation in joint action, 
there is fellowship and community, even if the 
warmth and intensity of face-to-face contact is 
missing. Christian fellowship is not limited to the 
sociological primary group . . . " 
—Harold S. Bender 
These Are My People 
PERSONNEL ROSTER 
January 1,1971 to June 30,1972 
These people shared in the missions fellowship of the Brethren in 
Christ Church during the 18-month period f romJanuary l , 1971 to June 
30, 1972. Because of the nature of their service, several persons could 
be listed in more than one location. However, the name appears where 
the individual has his "primary identification." One asterisk (*) indicates 
that the person was on furlough during part of the 18-month period; 
two asterisks (**) indicate termination of service sometime during the 
18-month period. 
Addresses may be found in the Quarterly Missions Directory, 
published in the EVANGELICAL VISITOR on the 10th of January, April, 
July, and October. 
Africa m m ^ ^ m m ^ ^ m ^ m m ^ M ^ m ^ s ^ 
In 1898 a party of five began a ministry in the Matopo 
hills of Rhodesia— the first overseas missions effort of the 
Brethren in Christ Church. Eight vears later, work was 
started in present-day Zambia, and in 1964 the Church 
in Africa became a self-governing body. Presently 
Philemon M. Kumalo serves as Bishop in Rhodesia, 
and H. Frank Kipe as Bishop in Zambia. 
Today the missionary staff is active in such areas as 
Bible Institutes and Extension Seminary training, 
evangelism, literature, medical missions, and secondary 
education and teacher training. 
RHODESIA MISSIONARY PERSONNEL—Erma Jean (Gish) Bert*, Lois Book, Mary H. 
Breneman Brechbill**, Graybill & Ethel Brubaker, JoAnne Brubaker*, George & 
Ethel Bundy, Marilyn Ebersole, Glenn & Beth Frey*, Miriam Frey, Carl & Eleanor Ginder, 
Joseph & Anne Ginder, Anna Graybill, Ruth E. Hock, Ellen R. Hoover*, R. Virginia 
Kauffman, Luke & Martha Keefer, Samuel & Joyce King, Carl & Winifred Knepper*, 
Nancy J. Kreider, Erma G. Lehman. J. Robert & Agnes Lehman**, Robert & Carolyn 
Mann, Dorothy M. Martin*, Eva Mae Melhorn, Mildred Myers, Evelyn Noel, DonaldS 
Dorothy Potteiger, Jacob & Nancy J. Shenk*, Lois Jean Sider*, Donna Sollenberger, 
r-Vb 
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Barbara Stansfield*, J. Harold & Alvera Stern**, Ira & Miriam Stern*, Edna M. Switzer*, 
Sharon L. Weisser*, Donald & Anna Ruth Zook**. 
RHODESIA VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—Ruth Bert**, Daryl Climenhaga, 
Daniel & Naomi Engle**, Phyllis Engle, Yvonne Gantz**, Robert & Marilyn Graybill, 
Maude Hall**, Mrs. Jesse F. Lady, Paul & Mary Lenhert, Lawrence N. Mummau**, 
Clarence Z. & Helen Musser, John A. Musser II**, John & Ruth Roth**, Elsie G. Sheffer, 
N. Lane Sollenberger, Mrs. Katie Tyson, Chester & Ruth Wingert. 
ZAMBIA MISSIONARY PERSONNEL—Velma R. Brillinger. David & Leona Brubaker*, 
Levi & Sandra Brubaker, Kenneth & Elva Bulgrien, Joseph & June Engle**, 
Stephen & Ruth Fisher**, Mary E. Heisey*, Shirley Heisey*, Fredric & Grace Holland, 
Anna Kettering, George & Rachel Kibler, H. Frank & Blanche Kipe, Martha L. Lady, Mary 
Olive Lady, Fannie Longenecker*, Ann McEwen, Edith E. Miller*, Curtis & Violet 
Nissly, Eva Mae Peters, Marshall & Eleanor Poe, Glenn & Verna Schwartz*, Dallas & Faye 
Shelly, Doris J. Stern. 
ZAMBIA VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—Klaus & Charlotte Bergmann**, Eva M. 
Byers**, Stephen W. Ginder**, Naomi Hykes, N. Eber & Alice Lehman" , Roy & 
Esther Mann, Arlene Miller, Samuel & Ruth Minter**, Charles N. Musser, Glenn & Eileen 
Musser, Laverne Musser, Merle Musser, Israel Row**, Lome & Lois Ruegg, Ray E. Shelly, 
Judy Sholes**, LeRoy & Eunice Steinbrecher**, Garth Winger**. 
I nd ia Marf 
cfP Brethren in Christ Missions have been active in north 
Bihar (northeastern India) since 1915. For many years the 
missionaries worked predominantly with the Hindu pop-
ulation, but within the last 20 years the staff has widened 
its ministry to include the Santal and Uraon tribes in the 
area. Rev. Surrendra N. Rai is currently serving as 
Chairman of the Church in India. 
Missionary outreach is accomplished through 
medical missions, education, short-term Bible institutes, 
evangelism, and literature. Personnel are also associated 
p;; with Far East Broadcasting Associates, the Allahabad 
Bible Seminary, and an evangelizing ministry among 
Delhi University students. 
INDIA MISSIONARY PERSONNEL—Esther G. Book*, Allen & Leoda Buckwalter, James & 
Doris Cober*, Erma Hare*, William & Mary Hoke, Henry L. & Edna Kreider*, Mary 
Jane Shoalts**, Harvey & Erma Sider (Supt.), John R. & Ethel Sider, Joseph & Marietta 
Smith, Leora G. Yoder. 
Japan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i m m c k ^ ^ 
As the Japanese have a highly-developed 
technological society, it was unnecessary for the Mission 
to provide institutional forms of service. Since 1953, 
missionary energies have been expended in establishing 
cells of believers, with an emphasis on lay leadership 
and involvement. Cooking and English classes, visitation 
and personal evangelism have been useful in providing 
contacts with the Japanese people. 
JAPAN MISSIONARY PERSONNEL—Doyle & Thelma Book, John & Lucille Graybill 
(Supt.), Marlin & Ruth Zook. 
JAPAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—Timothy & Nancy Botts, Dwight & Carol 
Thomas. 
Nicaragua ^ ^ f m ^ ^ ^ m ^ m ^ m ^ M l S m ^ ^ 
The most recent overseas endeavor of Brethren in 
Christ Missions, the mission in Nicaragua was established 
in 1965. Emphasis has been on evangelism and nurture. 
The emerging fellowship of believers now worships in two 
chapels and at several other preaching points. Several 
young men are involved in Bible training, in preparation 
for service in the church. 
NICARAGUA MISSIONARY PERSONNEL—Walter & Lynda Kelly (Supt.)*, Charles 
& Cara Musser, Howard & Pearl Wolgemuth**. 
Missions in North America M M M & a w m m m B e O B ! 
Three special missions in North America provide 
unique types of institutional ministries to needy peoples. 
Life Line Mission operates a skid row ministry in San 
Francisco plus an active city congregation. At the Navajo 
Mission, school and medical programs have been 
developed for the Indians living off the reservation in 
northwest New Mexico. In Canada, the Church has 
assumed responsibility for the Montreal Lake Children's 
Home, which cares for Indian children attending a 
government school at Timber Bay. 
LIFE LINE MISSION PERSONNEL—J. Allan & Anna Heise, Paul D. & Evelyn 
Hill (Supt.), Esther Robinson, Charles & Maria Sturgill. 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—John Brannigan**, Bonnie Cutman**, Wilson Frey, 
Charlene Hamman, David S. Hastings**, J. Earl Kauffman**, Paul Keagy, Jr., Nathan 
Lehman**, Ruth Lehman, Milagros Martinez, Martha Musser**, Carlos Rosado**, Larry 
Stayman**, Katherine Vobora, Duane Weaver, Lynn Weldon**, Judy Wenger. 
MONTREAL LAKE CHILDREN'S HOME PERSONNEL—Ron & Gayle Bowman (Supt.), 
Martha (Cassel) Heise**, Kathy Cober**, Margaret Cober**, Kathy Cornish, 
Edna Dyck**, William & Mary Ann Ens, Gerald Epp**, Alice Farthing, Evangeline 
Guenter, Mary Lou Heise, Allyson Merriman, Mrs. Olga Peters, Raymond & Sandra 
Sider, Louise Zacharias**. VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—Daniel Hartman. 
NAVAJO MISSION PERSONNEL—Rosa Eyster, Marilyn Heisey, Marion & Rachel Heisey 
(Gen. Dir.), Anna Marie Hoover, Eunice Hoover, John & Earla Leisey, John & 
Anna Mae Ludwig*, Kathleen Thuma, Earl & Joan Wolgemuth, John Peter Yazzie. 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL — Donald & Jean Bauman, Richard Charles, 
Herbert & Donna Gordon, Shirley Heise, James & Ronda Helems, James N. Hess, 
Ruth Howell, John & Mildred Imboden, Gladys Lehman**, Sandra Lee Neyer**, James 
N. Potteiger, Elsie L. Stauffer, Ben & Eunice Stoner, Jane Swartz**, Charles & 
Sylvia Walters, Laureen Wideman, Rosanna Wingert. 
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Mission and Extension Churches 
Mission churches are congregations having par-
ticular needs for financial and/or administrative as-'X M 
sistance. Extension churches are congregations being 
established in new areas. Brethren in Christ Missions pro-
vide financial support and administrative counsel to 
these congregations as part of the extension of the 
Gospel in North A merica. 
MISSION CHURCH PASTORS—Alvin & Thata Book, Thomas & Hannah Bouch**, 
Milford & Ella Brubaker, Eldon & Marilynn Byer, Leonard & Ruth Ann Chester (in-
terim), Tyrus & Alice Cobb, Art & Elda Cooper, Ernest & Ruth Dohner, Ohmer & Rozella 
Herr, Atlee & Janet Hershberger, Cecil & Myrle Loney, William & Louise Martin, Earl & 
Audrey Miller, D. Maurice & Mabel Moore, Ross & Betty Morningstar, Samuel K. & Sarah 
Oldham, Harry Lee & Jeannetta Ritchey, Paul & Heidi Smucker, Larry & Reta Steffee, 
Larry & Melba Strouse, William & Maxine Swartz, Howard & Delia Tyrrell**, Kenneth & 
Hazel Winger** (Supt.), Harold & Alice Wolgemuth. 
EXTENSION CHURCH PASTORS—Maurice & Eloise Bender, David & Loa Buckwalter, 
Robert & Darlene Climenhaga, Elam & Helen Dohner, Samuel & Lois Lady, John 
& Ruth Schock, Aaron & Martha Stern, Hubert & Evangeline Stern, J. Andrew & Anita 
Stoner, John & Janet Stoner, LeRoy & Cora Walters, J. Ralph Wenger, Orvin & Colleene 
White, Gerald & Lucille Wingert, Jerry Zook. 
Christian Service Ministries 
VIZ; 
^ Christian Service Ministries takes various forms. 
Some see CSM as an apprenticeship; others view it as 
short-term service. Many people enter service in a 
missions setting overseas; others in North America 
assignments; some in positions not directly connected 
with Board programs. Nor is Christian Service Ministries 
only for the youthful; many volunteers are nearing (or 
past) retirement age. In all cases, when the individual is 
led into a satisfying experience, it becomes a time of great 
learning and growth. 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE PERSONNEL—(Bronx, N. Y.) Mary Cummings, Rodney & Miriam 
Good**, James M. Hess, Philip & Kathy Keeley**, Robert & Kay Keller, Gary & Gloria 
Lebo, Harriet Mann**, Dina Mayorga**, Dale McGall icher", Anna Peachey**, 
Glenn Peterson**, E. Allan Poe, Vickie (Russell) Wilgus**, Margaret Stoner**. 
(Brooklyn, N. Y.) Dana Crider, David E. Frey**, Noriko Matsuura**, Lewis & 
Joanne Miller**, Harvey & Anna Musser" , Eldon J. Sheffer**. (Cincinnati) Jonathan 
Bowers, Glenn Detwiler. 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE WITH MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE—Judy Barr** (Haiti), 
Keith Barr (Maryland), Mark & Lucille Charlton (Belgium), Gail Crider (Kentucky), 
Millard & Sharon Engle (Swaziland), Vaughn Engle (Ohio), Evan L. Heise (Zaire), 
Paul W. Heisey (Nigeria), Douglas Martin (Algeria), Donavon & Jewell Nissly**, 
(Kenya), Marlin K. Stoner** (British Columbia), Lawrence & Shirlee Yoder (In-
donesia), Wendell & Faithe Zercher (Belgium). 
VOLUNTARY SERVICE IN OTHER BRETHREN IN CHRIST INSTITUTIONS—(Camp 
Lakeview) David Huntoon, David Seigrist**. (Mile High Pines Youth Camp) Dennis 
Forry, Andrew Krueger**, Barry Mellinger, Jay Musser**, Michael Myers, Benuel 
Stoltzfus**. (Messiah Children's Home) Edward & Nancy Sider. (Messiah College) 
William Barnhart, Arthur Bert**, James Brubaker**, Kathy Engle, Larry Ferree, 
Linda Hackett, Roger Hoover, David Martin**, Michael Musser, Nancy Richardson, 
Ronald Trainor, Stephen Wander. 
MEN IN CIVILIAN ALTERNATE (1-W) SERVICE— Frank Bencsik, Tracy Crawford**, 
Ray M. Dourte**, Stanley Engle**, Merle Garis**, Lester Gerhart, Glen Heise, 
Calrton Hoke, Rahn M. Keefer, Phillip Kennedy**, Dennis Mann**, Ralph 
Martin**, Grady Robinson**, Randy Simmons**,•Bill Slaymaker**, Dan Snyder**, 
Ralph Stoner, Clifford D. Taylor**, Ray Whitehead, Eli Zimmerman**. 
^^SSS^gSfi- Self-Supporting Missionary Associates, 
IpS and Personnel Serving with Other Organizations 
Over the years, God has called a number of Brethren 
in Christ to a place of ministry with other missionary 
organizations. Others find a place of witness in close 
proximity to Board programs in a "tent-making" (self-
supporting) ministry. Although organizational ties are 
absent, these people are a real part of the "fellowship in 
the Gospel." 
SELF-SUPPORTING MISSIONARY ASSOCIATES— Mrs. Betty Rosentrater** (Nica-
ragua), Richard & Kathy Stuebing (Zambia). 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST PERSONNEL SERVING UNDER & SUPPORTED BY OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS—David & Florence Carlson (Trans World Radio), Monaco; Ethel 
Doner (Unevangelized Fields Mission), Haiti; Anna R. Engle (Sponsored by The Evan-
gelical Alliance Mission), South Africa; Dale Keefer** (World Relief Commission), 
Vietnam; Kenneth Keefer (World Relief Commission), Vietnam; Paul J. & Naomi Lehman 
(Mennonite Board of Missions), Italy; Gulabi McCarty (Youth for Christ), India; John & 
Ruth Pawelski (Mexican Evangelistic Mission), Mexico; Lois Raser (Evangelical Methodist 
Mission, Mexico; Donald & Mildred Ressler (Central Alaskan Missions, Inc.), Alaska; 
Harriet Trautwein (Mexican Evangelistic Mission), Mexico; Carl & Marilyn Wolgemuth 
(Wycliffe Bible Translators), Mexico. 
A ^ u ^ o s i s m Auxiliary Organizations 
Three supporting organizations share in unique ways 
in the outward thrust of our brotherhood. The Women's 
Missionary Prayer Circles have done an invaluable 
service in teaching the discipline and value of prayer. 
Many hours of loving work have been devoted to the mis-
sions cause by the Women's Missionary Sewing Auxiliary. 
The Commission on Peace and Social Concerns helps to 
educate the brotherhood regarding the inseparability of 
word and deed in the proclamation of the Gospel. 
COMMISSION ON PEACE & SOCIAL CONCERNS—Eber Dourte, John Hawbaker, 
Wilmer Heisey, Isaac Kanode, Ross Nigh, John Stoner (chairman). 
WOMEN'S MISSIONARY PRAYER CIRCLE COMMITTEE—Harriet Bicksler, Dorcas 
Climenhaga (chairman), Esther Ebersole, Marjorie Haines, Ruth Keller, Barbara 
Rickel, Cora Sider. 
WOMEN'S MISSIONARY SEWING AUXILIARY COMMITTEE—N. Jane Hunsberger, 
Beula Knepper, Rachel Martin (chairman). 
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Ss&iSasaaa Home Offices 
Services to field and furloughing personnel, serv-
ices tor the supporting constituency, management of 
funds—these are some of the duties of the home office 
| s | sfaffs. Offices are located in Elizabethtown, Pa., and 
W- Stevensville, Ont., Canada. 
Brethren in Christ Missions has one office person for 
about every 40 persons assigned to the field. It is common 
in many missionary organizations for the office/field ratio 
to be one office person for every 30 missionaries. m 
HOME OFFICES—Wilmer Heisey, Mary Krieder**, Earl Musser, Ross Nigh, Roxena 
Nigh, Glen Pierce, Verna Mae Ressler, Carolyn Rotz, Mary Lou Ruegg. 
m&WSSti^m Board for Missions W ^ ^ ^ t i m ^ m m m s m K m ^ 
Twenty-eight men — pastors and laymen, bishops 
and deacons — make up the Board for Missions. Repre-
sented are the six regional conferences plus the United 
Christian and United Zion Churches. The Board focuses 
the missionary imperative of the Gospel on behalf of the 
brotherhood. 
BOARD FOR MISSIONS—Eldon Bert, Merle Brubaker, Amos Buckwalter, Charlie B. 
Byers, Arthur M. Climenhaga, David Climenhaga (chairman), John Ebersole, 
Mahlon Engle, Charles Frey, John Garman, Henry A. Ginder, John Hawbaker, Brinser 
Heistand, Mark S. Hess, Raymond Hess, Glenn Hoffman, Kenneth B. Hoover, John N. 
Hostetter, Howard Landis, Ross Nigh, Charles Rickel, Charles W. Rife, David Sellers, 
Ralph G. Sider, Roy V. Sider, Andrew Slagenweit, Erwin W. Thomas, Carl J. Ulery. 
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